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ABSTRACT
We introduce in this paper a hospital system as a multi-
factor model and concentrate on system’s performance.
We give a formalization of profit considering service fees
and costs and use it to explain the reasoning process of
such system that investigates the most efficient setting to
to keep a maximal state of profit. The proposed system is
domain-specific and considers some relative parameters.
However, the approach is general and could be applied
to other similar models. The architecture is illustrated
in the paper and a discussion on the functionality of this
approach in the design is presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Multi-factor systems are models inspired by decision the-
ory and used to create technological extensions to rou-
tine human-designed systems (4). These systems are de-
signed to increase the model’s performance in decision
makings that yield best profit (3). Obviously, these sys-
tems are able to cope with the uncertainty on the envi-
ronment and increase their individual utility (5). They are
important due to bounded nature of human decision mak-
ing’s abilities in complex societies. Consider the follow-
ing scenario. A big national hospital is known based on
its reputation (7). The reputation reflects society’s pub-
lic opinion that is categorized to different factors about
the performance of the hospital in serving patients. In
general, people prefer highly reputed hospitals, however,
some factors like their expenses might prevent vising one
and some other factors like their surgery and diagnosis
success might encourage one to visit. Preferences are the
proactive attitude of individuals, the motor that make the
individual patient act, while satisfying his given set of
conditions.

In literature, there have been many attempts to ad-
dress intelligent system designs (6). In the work done by
Bhanu and Balasubramanie (2), authors extend the appli-
cability of association rules. They propose a model to
investigate the difference between two sets of rules from
data-sets in diverse cases. Their result could be applied
to generate the rules for a new situation based on avail-
able data obtained from the environment. Bastanfard and
katebi in (1) consider a multi-agent system that hosts dis-
tributed agents with local perceptions that try to achieve

a unique goal. Authors provide effective social intelli-
gence and improved performance of individual agents in
a cooperative multi-factor system. They obtain their re-
sults by decisions made by the agents using reinforce-
ment learning methods. In (8), Rosenfeld applies the
principle of Maximum Entropy (ME). Each information
source gives rise to a set of constraints, to be imposed
on the combined estimate. The intersection of these con-
straints is the set of probability functions which are con-
sistent with all the information sources. The method is
applied in SPHINX-II, Carnegie Mellons speech recog-
nizer and results shows 10 to 14 percent reduction in error
rates.

In this paper, we introduce a hospital reputation mech-
anism that considers some relative parameters to reputa-
tion evaluation and study the case where such reputation
brings the best profit when serving customers. For sim-
plicity reasons and to achieve a high focus, we discard
some non-relevant (or not highly relevant) factors and re-
strict the reputation model to five crucial parameters: (1)
hospital service coverage; (2) hospital satisfaction rate;
(3) hospital mean expense value; (4) hospital surgery suc-
cess rate; and (5) hospital diagnosis success rate. Consid-
ering these parameters, we evaluate hospitals reputation
value and use it as a means to estimate expected revenue
of the hospital. In general, we estimate the hospital’s ex-
pected profit and investigate cases where optimal profit is
achievable. In this mechanism, we use the normal distri-
bution that models the random rates provided for the typi-
cal hospital. We aim to theoretically analyze the impacts
that parameters have on one another and deduce cases
where the hospital vividly expects maximum profit and
can accordingly set the controllable parameters. For ex-
ample, the hospital might invest on adding some service
coverage and thus increase the associated factor. This act
would bring more patients and thus more revenue that
would compensate the investment. Adversely, the hospi-
tal might not obtain acceptable results from investing on
the surgery success factor. Therefore, some learning and
analysis is required to investigate the case where optimal
profit is achievable.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we develop the proposed model and introduce the
important factors. In Section 3, we start the discussion
about hospitals performance considering the optimal rep-
utation. We base the discussions on the dependency of
the optimal case to the involved factors. We elaborate on
inter-relation of involved parameters and extract the op-
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timization problem as a linear program. In Section 4, we
discuss some results obtained from theoretical analysis
of the reputation parameters. We represent the simula-
tion and outline the properties of our model in the exper-
imental environment, and finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2 THE MODEL

2.1 Parameters

Considering the hospital (referred as u) reputation
model as a multi-factor system, we extend more details
about each one of the considered parameters and their
co-relation with optimal profitable case. These factors
are listed in the following.

Hospital Service Coverage (u.cg): This value
represents the extend to which a hospital is able to
provide service to customers (u.cg ∈ [0, 1]). For
example, a well-equipped hospital assigns a better
coverage parameters than a small hospital that lacks
some equipments and fails to provide some certain
services. This value is discretely evaluated for all
hospitals and is clear to the community. However, an
investment in coverage system would increase this value.
Obviously, high coverage factor results in more demand
regarding patients. Adversely, high coverage brings
more maintenance fee for the hospital and therefore, a
rational system would consider reasonable rate before
design. The reasonability is inspired by the environment
where the system is designed.

Hospital Satisfaction Rate (u.sf ): This value repre-
sents the extent to which a hospital provides satisfactory
services (u.sf ∈ [0, 1]). This value is computed by accu-
mulating the satisfaction feedback posted by the visiting
patients (p). These feedback only extends patients im-
pression about the service. Therefore, could be different
considering two different patients. For instance, a patient
might post negative feedback only because she felt the
service was expensive, whereas the other one posts pos-
itive feedback because she is happy with the diagnosis
even though she paid a fortune. In satisfaction accumula-
tion, we respect different opinions, but we relax the accu-
mulation by applying the time discount factor to bring up
more recent feedback that reflect recent service quality of
the hospital. This idea helps up to prevent feedback affect
regarding two years ago influence hospital’s satisfaction
rate in a wrong way.

Consider two types of feedback posted by patient p:
+1 for positive impression and −1 for negative impres-
sion for any reason whatsoever. The posted feedback re-
garding hospital u by patient p is refereed by p.fu and
the time discount factor associated to this feedback is de-
noted by p.f t. To evaluate the satisfaction rate, we sim-
ply collect all the positive feedback and divide by the sum
of all posted feedback. We consider the notion of time to

act impartial with respect to time of posting feedback.
Equation 1 computed u.sf parameter.

u.sf =

∑
t

∑
p∈P (

p.fu+1
2 )× p.f t

∑
t

∑
p∈P |p.fu| × p.f t

(1)

Hospital Mean Expense Value (u.ep): This
value represents the extent to which the hospital
is expensive. This value is also ranges between
0 and 1. One can consider u.ep as a factor to
predict the cost of her specific service request
(expectedCost = f1(u.ep, serviceType)). This
value is also assigned by the hospital and is under its
control. The hospital would decide about the rate and
considers its influence on the satisfaction rate and the
customer absorbtion.

Hospital Surgery Success Rate (u.sg): This value
represents the hospital’s success rate in operation. The
rate is ranged in [0, 1] and inspired by public commu-
nity’s giving rates. This value is out of control of the
hospital. However, by investment the hospital expects
improvement in this rate. In general, the investment
to improve successful surgery rate is quite expensive
since it involves research, high salaries, and expensive
equipments. Meanwhile, the improvement dramatically
influences the satisfaction rate provided by the patients.
Like other parameters, the hospital has to balance this
parameter to obtain acceptable profit.

Hospital Diagnosis Success Rate (u.dg): This value
is similar to hospital’s surgery success rate in the sense
that it also reflects hospital’s accuracy in providing the
service. However, it is more general compared to surgery
in the sense that a big portion of hospital’s covered ser-
vice falls into diagnosis and only a group of patients
undergo a surgery treatment. Due to sensitivity of the
surgery treatment and its crucial impact on hospital’s rep-
utation, we separate surgery success rate from the diag-
nosis rate to obtain more realistic image about the gen-
eral reputation of the hospital. But similar to u.sg, hos-
pital’s diagnosis rate could be expected to improve upon
investment. Without an investment, the hospital can com-
pute the relaxed value regarding this parameter over time
and keep it unchanged with respect to associated cost of
maintenance. In fact, we assume that over time elapse,
the hospital obtains an idea how well the diagnosis rate
would be and if reasonable, decides to keep it intact.

2.2 Reputation Evaluation

Considering the aforementioned involved parameters, we
proceed forward to compute the hospital’s general repu-
tation upon which one can use as a means to categorize
her choices. For evaluating this value, we associate five
different coefficient (ci, i = 1, 2, .., 5) to apply weights
that impose importance of the involved factor. Coeffi-
cients are ranged in [0, 1]and sum to 1. The reputation
u.Rep is computed (see equation 2) as a dot product of



coefficients and parameters vectors. ci by default could
be considered as 0.2. But inspired by the community, the
system could associate variety of values to these coeffi-
cients. Logically the hospital will find out about these
coefficients upon received periodic (could be annual) re-
ports and accordingly could apply best strategies to the
controlled (u.cg and u.ep) and expected (u.sf , u.sg, and
u.dg) parameters that yield the optimal profit.

u.Rep = −→c .−→u where (2)
−→c = [c1 c2 c3 c4 c5]

T and

−→u = [u.cg u.sf u.ep u.sg u.dg]T

3 OPTIMAL REPUTATION

In previous Section, we computed the public reputation
assigned to the hospital u in equation 2. But this pushes
the hospital to a challenge to optimize the reputation to
yield the maximum profit. In fact, the hospital is not
aware of the exact coefficient values together with some
expected parameters. But still, it learns based on expe-
rience of serving a number of customers and reports re-
ceived on coefficients. To clarify the objective of this
part, we disregard any non-relevant issue with respect
to dynamism of the environment and components distri-
butions. We only concentrate on policy alteration that
cause reputation alteration and ends up in a terms we
highlight as reputation change R. We compute the rep-
utation change as the percentage of reputation increase
(in some cases even decrease) with respect to any sort
of policy alteration. Equation 3 computes this value that
ranges in [−1,+1]. In this equation u.NRep denotes the
new reputation computed as a result of any sort of policy
alteration such as service coverage increase, surgery or
diagnosis success rate improvements, etc.

R =
u.NRep− u.Rep

u.Rep
(3)

Now consider the obtained payoff as a result of a pol-
icy change. This would be the main challenge for the
hospital. We compute the payoff by subtracting the in-
vestment (referred as u.cst) from the obtained revenue
as a result of the policy alteration. The obtained revenue
is the product of the reputation change R, mean visit-
ing customer λc, and mean customer fee β × u.ep. Here
β represents a supreme fee and hospital’s expense rate
would generalize it to its mean charging fee. Equation 4
computes the payoff depending on the reputation change.

Pf = R× λc × (βu.ep)− u.cst (4)

Since the hospital changes the policy, the reputation
change would be only expected. Therefore, the obtained
payoff is also expected (see equation 5).

[Pf ] = [R]× λc × (βu.ep)− u.cst where, (5)

[R] =
[u.Rep]− u.Rep

u.Rep
and

[u.Rep] = −→c .[−→u ]

We conclude that the policy alteration is emerged by
investing on some issues that bring an improvement ex-
pectation on some parameters. For simplicity, let the con-
trollable parameters (u.cg and u.ep) stay the same. In
equation 6, we re-write the parameter vector −→u with the
expected uncontrollable parameters.

−→u = [u.cg [u.sf ] u.ep [u.sg] [u.dg]]T (6)

In order to step forward addressing the optimal payoff,
we need to compute the expected parameters. Then we
can follow computing the best reputation change yielding
the maximum obtained payoff. To this end, consider the
parameters deviate with respect the applied investment
and change by a factor called α. For instance, the ex-
pected satisfaction rate would be multiplied by (1+αsf ).
The following Equations substitute the expected param-
eters.

[u.sf ] = u.sf(1 + αsf ) (7)

[u.sg] = u.sg(1 + αsg) (8)

[u.dg] = u.dg(1 + αdg) (9)

Combining the previous equations, we can compute
the reputation differentials (d(u.Rep)) in the following
equation. We carry on the assumption that controllable
parameters stay intact.

d(u.Rep) = c2αsf + c4αsg + c5αdg (10)

In order to capture the realistic role of the optimal rep-
utation in optimal payoff, we propose a heuristic func-
tion that utilizes an exponential function rather than a
normal linear function. The rational behind this idea is
the fact that reputation improvement dramatically boosts
the profit. This assumption supports the idea that reputa-
tion lasts long and brings customers to the hospital. To
this end, we believe it is realistic to consider exponen-
tial growth rather than linear one. However, the exponent
in the heuristic function would not exceed 1 and this way
we prevent huge values in profits. Equation 11 introduces
a new parameter hospital’s obtained payoff (u.Opf ) and
computes the value considering costs regarding satisfac-
tion, surgery, and diagnosis improvements. We assumed
so far that the coverage and expense rates stay intact,
but we can assume overall service improvements that in-
crease satisfaction factor. This could be simply an alter-
ation in method of payments, or applying some policies
that use the same budget, etc. In this Equation, csf , csg ,
and cdg respectively denote costs regarding satisfaction,
surgery, and diagnosis improvements.

u.Opf = pf(e
d(u.Rep)
u.Rep − 1)− (csf + csg + cdg) (11)



The objective is to maximize the hospitals obtained
payoff u.Opf . Addressing this approach, first consider
the case where the only attempt is to improve the satis-
faction, therefore the only cost is csf . In this case, im-
proving the overall service, the only updated parameter
is u.sf . Therefore, reputation differential (originally ob-
tained from Equation 10) would be re-computed in Equa-
tion 12. In this Equation, ε relaxes the unavoidable influ-
ences regarding overall service improvement. Accord-
ingly, Equation 13 computes the exponent of the expo-
nential heuristic function that we pointed out earlier.

d(u.Rep) = c2αsf + ε (12)

d(u.Rep)

u.Rep
=

c2αsf + ε

c2αsf + c4αsg + c5αdg + ε
(13)

We highlight the fact that to be profitable, the alter-
ation strategy would be applied if at the first spot the fol-
lowing condition is held.

e
d(u.Rep)
u.Rep >

csf + pf

pf

Simplifying the inequality, we obtain a new inequality
that we use it as a constraint in maximizing the hospital’s
obtained profit as a linear program.

⇒ d(u.Rep) > u.Rep.ln(
csf
pf

+ 1)

Forcing the constraint imposes positive rate of change
to the reputation change R (computed in 3) in case of
solely satisfaction improvement. Likewise, we obtain
other constraints forcing profitable surgery investment,
diagnosis improvement, and the package improvement as
a whole. Equation 14 represents the argmax of the hos-
pital’s obtained payoff as a linear program with respect
to the crucial constraints.

u.Opf = argmax pf(e
d(u.Rep)
u.Rep −1)−(csf +csg+cdg)

(14)
subject to

d(u.Rep) > u.Rep.ln(
csf
pf

+ 1)

d(u.Rep) > u.Rep.ln(
csg
pf

+ 1)

d(u.Rep) > u.Rep.ln(
cdg
pf

+ 1)

d(u.Rep) > u.Rep.ln(
csf + csg + cdg

pf
+1)

Considering the results obtained in Equation 14, the
hospital that applies diverse (costly) enhancement strate-
gies needs to consider the obtained linear program with
respect to its constraints to achieve the best possible pay-
off. We believe that using this linear system dramatically
increase such hospital’s performance in terms of profit.

Table 1: Different objects with diverse parameters and
reputation values. In this environment all reputation co-
efficients ci are constant and 0.2.

Objects u.cg u.sf u.ep u.sg u.dg u.Rep

u1 0.60 0.47 0.38 0.31 0.51 0.45
u2 0.64 0.41 0.54 0.11 0.72 0.48
u3 0.72 0.37 0.27 0.19 0.87 0.48
u4 0.43 0.29 0.39 0.45 0.46 0.40
u5 0.28 0.54 0.73 0.27 0.37 0.44
u6 0.58 0.68 0.48 0.38 0.32 0.49

In the next Section, we explore more details about the im-
plemented system which its outcome performance is rel-
evant to a multi-factor system. We expand details about
different implemented models and their success rate to
achieve the objective results.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we implement a system called
WiRKSam to model a multi-factor hospital reputation
system. The objective is to maximize one’s obtained
profit as a result of systematic quality enhancement. To
achieve this goal, we discuss in the rest of this chapter
the parameters related to different cases that are obtained
from different scenarios. We capture the progress pat-
tern and compare it with the results we obtained in the
theoretical part.

In the implemented system, entities are implemented
as Java c©TM objects, i.e. they inherit from the ba-
sic class Java − Simulator c©TM Entity. The ob-
ject of the main class represent a hospital that is capa-
ble of applying a range of changes on its associated pa-
rameters. This object’s reasoning capabilities are imple-
mented as Java modules using logic programming tech-
niques. As Java classes, the objects have private data
called Belief Data. The different enhancement changes
are given by a data structure and implemented using ta-
bles and the different actions expected by the object in
the context of a particular enhancement strategies are
given by a table called data representative manager.
The different objects’ reputation values that an object
obtains in the system are recorded in a data structure
called data reputation. In different scenarios, each ob-
ject has a knowledge base about its improvements in the
past scenarios, called table reputation. Such a knowl-
edge base has the following structure: Object − name,
Object− reputation, Total − interaction− number
and Recent − interaction − time. We highlight the
most important results that is consistent with the results
we obtained in the theoretical part.

Table 1 categorizes different objects from the same
hospital class that follow different strategies. The pa-
rameters associated to these objects are randomly gen-
erated and follow a normal distribution. In this Table,
the reputation parameter weights are considered as con-



Table 2: Different objects with diverse parameters and
reputation values. In this environment the reputation co-
efficients ci are random and different where the objects
are not aware of them.

Objects u.cg u.sf u.ep u.sg u.dg u.Rep

u1 0.60 0.47 0.38 0.31 0.51 0.47
u2 0.64 0.41 0.54 0.11 0.72 0.47
u3 0.72 0.37 0.27 0.19 0.87 0.50
u4 0.43 0.29 0.39 0.45 0.46 0.40
u5 0.28 0.54 0.73 0.27 0.37 0.44
u6 0.58 0.68 0.48 0.38 0.32 0.53

Table 3: Matrix of coefficients regarding 6 different ob-
jects. In this environment the reputation coefficients ci
are random and different where the objects are not aware
of them.

Objects c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

u1 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.15
u2 0.20 0.40 0.25 0.10 0.05
u3 0.25 0.35 0.10 0.15 0.15
u4 0.20 0.15 0.35 0.20 0.10
u5 0.35 0.40 0.10 0.05 0.10
u6 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.10 0.10

sistent portions of 0.2. A more realistic values with ran-
domly generated portions are shown in Table 2. How-
ever, in Table 2, the objects are not aware of the inter-
mittent portions and to thus follow more risky strategies
in their further enhancement changes. The unknown por-
tion weights regarding 6 different objects are presented
in Table 3. Henceforth, we use these coefficients as a
reference to compute one’s reputation.

We continue the discussions with more details about
different strategies that 6 objects could adopt in order to
advance their reputation values. To complete this anal-
ysis, we categorize objects to three different classes of
(1) random strategy, which is followed by objects u1 and
u2; (2) expense strategy, which is followed by objects u3

and u4; and (3) efficient strategy, which is followed by
objects u5 and u6. In general, we consider that all ob-
jects have same amount of budget, but use it by different
strategies. The objects following random strategy con-
sume the budget on different sectors and thus enhance the
parameter values with no reasoning. These users might
increase the coverage, or invest on enhancing the diag-
nosis, or decreasing the expense fees. Consequently, ob-
jects belonging to this category obtain different results
based over their random enhancement changes. The ob-
jects following the expense strategy mainly concentrate
on enhancing the expense factor and obtain results that
correlate to their payoffs. To this end, the objects belong-
ing to this group might enhance their reputation to some
extent, but mainly focus on the ways to obtain more pay-
offs. But the objects following the efficient strategy con-
sider the obtained results in their analysis and try a range
of enhancement strategies to increase their reputations.

Table 4: Enhanced parameters of different objects fol-
lowing different strategies. This is an independent en-
hancement of the state represented in Table 2.

Objects u.cg u.sf u.ep u.sg u.dg u.Rep

u1 0.80 0.49 0.38 0.35 0.55 0.55
u2 0.64 0.45 0.52 0.15 0.75 0.49
u3 0.72 0.50 0.40 0.22 0.85 0.56
u4 0.47 0.50 0.43 0.47 0.50 0.46
u5 0.58 0.62 0.70 0.28 0.40 0.57
u6 0.68 0.69 0.40 0.39 0.35 0.54

Table 5: Enhanced parameters of different objects fol-
lowing different strategies. This is another independent
(of results shown in Table 4) enhancement of the state
represented in Table 2.

Objects u.cg u.sf u.ep u.sg u.dg u.Rep

u1 0.75 0.52 0.35 0.32 0.59 0.54
u2 0.75 0.50 0.50 0.12 0.72 0.52
u3 0.72 0.40 0.50 0.25 0.87 0.54
u4 0.65 0.32 0.40 0.45 0.46 0.45
u5 0.45 0.60 0.73 0.35 0.40 0.53
u6 0.60 0.70 0.55 0.39 0.35 0.57

The objects belonging to this group follow the methodol-
ogy we represented in this paper. Tables 4 and 5 represent
the upgraded parameters obtained from the state corre-
sponding to Table 2. We also show the enhancement per-
centage of the overall reputation value with respect to the
previous case for both of these enhancements in Table6.

The enhancement strategies adopted in Table 4 reflect
object u1’s concern about investing on service coverage
(0.60 is upgraded to 0.80). In this improvement, the ob-
ject accordingly obtains higher satisfaction factor (0.47
is upgraded to 0.49). The object u2 concerns more about
the surgery and diagnosis factors and invest on these
rates. However, for high investment and their costly en-
hancements, the improvement is not dramatic (0.11 is up-
graded to 0.15 and 0.72 is upgraded to 0.75). Objects u3

and u4 mainly concern about the correlated factors with
expense issues. The expense factor is highly enhanced
by user u3 (0.27 is upgraded to 0.40) and the satisfac-
tion factor is advanced by u4 (0.29 is upgraded to 0.50).
Objects u5 and u6 concern about overall reputation value
and investigate the methods that yield the best outcomes.
Therefore, these objects start with enhancing the param-
eters on random basis to comprehend the estimated co-
efficients with respect to the obtained results. Following
this strategy, these objects would have an impression on
the fact that how they can effectively use their budget to
enhance their reputation values to their optimal cases.

Results shown in Table 5 are also obtained from an-
other independent enhancement over the state corre-
sponding to Table 2. In this Table, objects follow their
built-in strategies and therefore, obtain different results.
Table 6 compare these two enhancements but their inde-



Table 6: Different reputation improvement results with
respect to independent enhancement over state shown in
Table 2.

Objects Table4 Table4

u1 17% 15%
u2 4% 10%
u3 12% 8%
u4 15% 12%
u5 29% 20%
u6 1% 7%

Table 7: Continuation of different reputation improve-
ment results with respect to independent enhancement
over state shown in Table 2.

Objects Imp1 Imp2 Imp3 Imp4 Imp5

u1 17% 15% 13% 17% 19%
u2 4% 10% 27% 12% 12%
u3 12% 8% 10% 9% 3%
u4 15% 12% 10% 3% 20%
u5 29% 20% 22% 15% 25%
u6 1% 7% 8% 15% 19%

pendent enhancement does not show how well these ob-
jects act while they follow different strategies. To achieve
this result, we carry on independent enhancements over
state one (shown in Table 2) in Table 7 and compare over
objects’ success in improving their reputation values.

Considering the impact of strategic enhancement on
the reputation parameters, we continue the first state’s re-
sults and achieve better results that are compatible with
our discussions in the theoretical part of this paper. Table
8 represent the cases that are followed by the first state
shown in Table 2. In these cases, the reports obtained
from each enhancement could be used in the further en-
hancement changes. The objects following the random
strategies generally ignore the received reports and there-
fore, the continuous upgrade does not influence their
enhancement strategies. However, the received reports
mainly influence the objects that seek a specific goal,
particularly the ones that use efficient strategy. These ob-
jects (u5 and u6) obtain best results thanks to strategic
enhancement changes that they apply to their reputation
parameters.

Table 8: Continuous reputation enhancement of different
objects initiated from state one shown in Table 2.

Objects Imp2 Imp3 Imp4 Imp5 Imp6 Imp7

u1 7% 4% 3% 4% 7% 9%
u2 3% 2% 7% 10% 5% 1%
u3 18% 10% 10% 20% 15% 5%
u4 15% 15% 12% 21% 12% 21%
u5 21% 25% 26% 29% 27% 22%
u6 18% 20% 22% 23% 24% 25%

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a strategic performance anal-
ysis that is used for multi-factor systems. We specifi-
cally considered a hospital system with its relative rep-
utation parameters and mainly concentrated on the facts
and reasons where the reputation of such a system un-
dergoes some changes. The strategic performance anal-
ysis mainly aggregates different relative parameters and
analyzes their influence directly on the reputation. This
process is ended up in a linear programming concept that
could be taken into account with the intelligent system
once some decisions are made under uncertainty. The
proposed model is divided into two parts: (1) theoretical
part where we aggregate the relative parameters and com-
pute the reputation of a hospital as a multi-factor system;
and (2) the experimental part where we develop such a
system and expose to diverse settings with known (and
unknown) parameters from the environment. We discuss
in details about the progress of the strategic model in dif-
ferent settings. We verify the efficiency of the strategic
model in parameter settings with respect to the theoreti-
cal results.

For our future work, we have a number of ideas that
could be applied to the system. We consider the follow-
ing as our main future objectives: (1) we would like to
apply learning methodologies to enhance the quality and
efficiency of the hospital’s decision making mechanism.
The learning technique enables the system to expand
more information from the received reports and there-
fore, forms a more complete impression about the ex-
periences obtained from the past enhancement changes;
(2) we also want to expand the experimental environment
and expose the system to vaster settings. Accordingly,
we would like to investigate the reasons where a system
undergoes some changes or adversely why the final rep-
utation value is constrained the same; (3) we also want to
enhance the quality of our theoretical analysis by consid-
ering different statistical techniques while using different
random distribution functions.
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